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Method: AWSs drive offline models 
• 7 one-dimensional lake models: 
Hostetler, LAKEoneD, SimStrat, LAKE, FLake, MINLAKE12 & 
CLM4-LISSS
• Unified protocol:
– two main simulations: 60m freshwater & 240m salinity
– two forcing AWSs: Bukavu & Kamembe





Although  Tbot is 
extremely sensitive to 





(Thiery et al., TA in rev.)
extpar and forcing, Tsurf
predictions are robust
(Thiery et al., GMD in rev.)
FLake Sensitivity to forcing fields
0.7 m s-117 %
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Part 2
RCM evaluation








 CCLM² (Davin & Seneviratne, BG 2012)
 LBC by CORDEX Africa evaluation 
simulation 0.44°
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CCLM² CCLM FLake
Evaluation: in-situ precipitation
Currently 88 stations 
within model domain, 
but only 36 have 
data for 2002
CCLM SSTObs
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CCLM² CCLM FLake
Evaluation: ARC Lake Victoria
Obs CCLM SST

















Impact of AGLs on the 
regional climate
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Impact on surface temperature
[K] [K]
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CCLM FLake CCLM nolakes FLake - nolakes
Impact on precipitation
[mm yr-1][mm yr-1]
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CCLM FLake CCLM nolakes FLake - nolakes
Impact on convective storm 
development
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CCLM FLake CCLM nolakes
Thank you for your attention!
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Conclusions & outlook
• conclusions
– most lake models succeed well in reproducing observed lake temperatures
– relatively simple models show some deficiencies, but are – for now – the only 
candidates for operational climate simulations
– switching on the lake model strongly improves the predictive quality of CCLM
– for CCLM², a cold bias in the lake temperatures compensates the skill of the 
LSM
– AGLs have a significant impact on the regional climate by:
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• cooling the surface layer
• strongly enhancing precipitation amounts
• triggering nighttime deep convection
• outlook
– improve/update lake models?
– extend simulations to 10 years
– extend evaluation to more variables
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Evaluation: ARC Lake Victoria
Obs CCLM SST
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CCLM² CCLM FLake
CCLM² over tropical Africa
ECHAM5  CCLM² (0.22°; A1B): future (2041-2060) – present (1990-2009)
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Total impactImpact GHGImpact deforestation
(Akkermans et al., JC in rev.)
Why no temperature evaluation (yet)
• CRU: only 1 station within our model domain...
• Krahenman: granted, but only 2008 and 0.22°
• Willems: much less stations than precipitation:
– Tmax: 2 stations
– Tmin: 7 stations
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